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Henryk Sienkiewicz (1846-1916) won the 1905 Nobel Prize in Literature. A brilliant Polish writer and
patriot, he is possibly best known abroad for his monumental historical epic Quo Vadis that portrays the
vibrant and dissonant combination of cruel excesses and decadence of Rome during the reign of the corrupt
Emperor Nero and the high faith of the emerging era of early Christianity.

Quo Vadis: A Narrative of the Time of Nero, is a love story of Marcus Vinicius, a passionate young Roman
tribune, and Lygia Callina, a beautiful and gentle Christian maiden of royal Lygian descent and a hostage of
Rome, raised in a patrician home. At first Marcus, a typical aristocratic Roman libertine of his time, has no
notion of love and merely desires Lygia with erotic animalistic intensity. Through political machinations of
the elegant Petronius he contrives to have her taken by force from her foster home and into the decadent and
terrible splendor of the court of Ceasar, setting in motion a course of events that culminate in his own
spiritual redemption.

Intricately researched, populated with vibrant historical figures, and gorgeous period detail, bloody spectacle
and intimate beauty, this is an epic tapestry of the triumph of love, faith and sacrifice.
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From reader reviews:

Joan Cross:

This Quo Vadis book is just not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The benefit
you have by reading this book is information inside this e-book incredible fresh, you will get details which is
getting deeper anyone read a lot of information you will get. This Quo Vadis without we realize teach the
one who examining it become critical in contemplating and analyzing. Don't become worry Quo Vadis can
bring if you are and not make your handbag space or bookshelves' turn into full because you can have it
within your lovely laptop even mobile phone. This Quo Vadis having fine arrangement in word and also
layout, so you will not sense uninterested in reading.

Andrea Whitt:

The feeling that you get from Quo Vadis is the more deep you excavating the information that hide inside
words the more you get interested in reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to be aware of but
Quo Vadis giving you buzz feeling of reading. The article author conveys their point in a number of way that
can be understood by anyone who read that because the author of this book is well-known enough. This
particular book also makes your own personal vocabulary increase well. It is therefore easy to understand
then can go along with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We highly recommend you for
having this kind of Quo Vadis instantly.

Joan Green:

Information is provisions for those to get better life, information today can get by anyone at everywhere. The
information can be a information or any news even a huge concern. What people must be consider when
those information which is within the former life are difficult to be find than now is taking seriously which
one is acceptable to believe or which one the particular resource are convinced. If you receive the unstable
resource then you obtain it as your main information you will see huge disadvantage for you. All of those
possibilities will not happen throughout you if you take Quo Vadis as your daily resource information.

Eileen Schmitt:

Reading a book tends to be new life style within this era globalization. With reading through you can get a
lot of information that may give you benefit in your life. With book everyone in this world may share their
idea. Publications can also inspire a lot of people. Plenty of author can inspire their own reader with their
story or their experience. Not only situation that share in the ebooks. But also they write about the
knowledge about something that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your
young ones, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors nowadays always try to
improve their proficiency in writing, they also doing some exploration before they write to the book. One of
them is this Quo Vadis.
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